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These are exciting times for teaching language to elementary school

children, for revolutionary thought is seeping down to the classroom in the

slow process of applying research findings. If we assume a ten-year lag

between significant pedagogical discoveries and wide-spread classroom

application, 1973 should mark the beginning of oral communication as the

dominant method of teaching the language arts to children.

In 1963 Walter Loban, an education professor at the University of

California at Berkeley, reported that "competence in the spoken language

appears to be a necessary base for competence in writing and reading. "

Based upon his eleven year longitudinal study of 338 children, Loban con-

cluded that teaching English grammar was not a fruitful method of develop-

ing language competence in elementary school children. He maintained that

it is "not basic sentence pattern, but what is done to achieve flexibility

within pattern that proves to be a measure of proficiency with language

at this level. "

Instead of grammar lessons, children need "many opportunities to

grapple with their own thought in situations where they have someone to

whom they wish to communicate successfully. " In light of these findings,

Loban asserted that "it would be difficult not to conglude that instruction

can yet do more than it has with oral language. "1

A speech educator could hardly have fabricated a happier discovery

for his field. While the literature of teaching methods in the language arts

continually restated the importance of speech, reading and writing were

still considered the central classroom activities. As recently as 1960
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speech educators were concerned with "dispelling the latent fear" that

elementary speech activities were unimportant and "a frill. "

Today, English teachers advise us that "the power of verbal inter-

action to develop thought and speech is so important" that every school

must make room for it "whatever the effort requires. "2 Education pro-

fessors are joining speech communication teachers in advocating that com-

munication become the focus of all elementary education.3

Exploring Language Through Speech

The landmark writings of linguist Noam Chomsky led to educational

research which established widespread academic acceptance of the idea that

children enter school with certain linguistic competencies. Consequently,

language education should focus on the "use of language in meaningful sit-

uations rather than in any intellectual discussion on sentence structure. "4

To be sure, a decade earlier Charles Van Riper and Katharine Butler had

urged that "children need more than the opportunity to develop speech

skills. They need to experiment with actual speech experiences. " But Van

Riper and Butler's common sense approach lacked the linguistic rationale

and research which developed in the 1960's. 5 The current view of speech

in the language arts program is probably best expressed by Beverly Lusty

Hendricks: "An ideal speech program would acknowledge the child's inher-

ent language competence and provide opportunities for the child to enhance

his language performance skills through a wide variety of self-motivating

and group activities. "6
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According to this point of view, children should have the freedom to

explore their language as they learn inductively, rather than being taught

deductively from "rules of grammar" or "rules for speaking. " Communi-

cation feedback will assist children in developing language skills as they

converse in purposeful discussions.

The writings of James Moffett probably promote this new approach to

language instruction more persuasively than any scholarly article on ling-

uistics or speech. An undoctored educator and former secondary English

teacher, Moffett proposes a communication-oriented approach to teaching

the language arts. As Karl Wallace has noted, Moffett's book, Teaching

the Universe of Discourse and his two curriculum handbooks "will delight

any teacher of speech. "7 His primary vehicles for developing oral lang-

uage are discussion and creative dramatics. He sees truly small group

discussion (six children) as the only practical method of providing "individ-

ual students enough language experience and feedback. " He wants to turn

such discussions into "a sensitive learning method. "8

Hard as it is to believe, his curriculum handbooks are exciting,

giving suggestive and imaginative examples of how his student-centered

approach can be employed in place of teacher-centered, prescriptive in-

struction. Purposeful, motivated interaction in heterogeneous groups is

the key to Moffett's oral language teaching method. Children are not told

how to speak; they discover what works themselves. They are not asked to

deliver a prepared speech; they are guided to address each other informally

on topics that concern them.
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Ideally, student discussion groups would include children from differ-

ent socioeconomic, ethnic and social dialect backgrounds. Instead of

attempting to eradicate dialects, the language arts program would seek to

give children an opportunity to learn how to communicate across cultural

differences.

The not insignificant task of the teacher is to establish the controlled

environment which makes such child discourse possible. In reviewing

actual applications of his suggested exercises, Moffett observes that "the

thrust of dramatic work and small-group discussion was toward effective

interaction. Attending closely to the speech of others and responding rele-

vantly to it were made basic to topic-centered talk and were naturally

practiced in dramatic activities. 119

The Classroom Reality

Language learning through child-talk is impeded by teachers, text-

books and teacher training. Studies of classroom communication reveal that

"student-talk" only occurs from 27 to 39 percent of the time. The teacher

is talking 47 to 52 percent of the time, and silence occupies 15 to 25 percent

of the time. Since approximately 30 children must share the "student-talk"

time, a child might actually speak during only 1 percent of his classroom

hours. 10

Teachers' reluctance to expand "student-talk" is understandable.

"Student- talking" activities are more difficult to structure and conduct than

silent or "teacher-talking" activities. Elementary school teachers attending
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workshops in speech education at Pennsylvania State University expressed

three mutually contradictory reasons for slighting oral communication in-

struction:

1. Speech development is already complete before the child
enters the classroom.

2. Speech will develop along with other subjects.

3. Speech is part of special education and hence is the res-
ponsibility of the speech therapist. 11

The language arts texts written for elementary school offer little en-

couragement to the teacher to institute an oral communication approach to

language arts. Kenneth L. Brown analyzed fifty-four such texts for grades

3-6 published from 1954 to 1964 as well as their teacher manuals. Virtu-

ally all the authors paid lip service to the primacy of oral language. Never-

theless, the actual emphasis in the books did not support the author&

assertions. Cnly about 10 percent of the lessons stressed speech and only

about 0. 6 percent stressed listening. Brown found that the speech and

listening instruction was prescriptive, failed to treat communication as a

process, and emphasized delivery and courtesy rather than message content.

The "principles" of speaking in the texts included such admonitions

as: stand straight, hold your hands at your side, and speak clearly. Ad-

vice on listening centered on politeness, sitting quietly, and clearing the

top of the desks. It hardly needs to be added that these texts do not pro-

mote spontaneity or creativity in speech. 12

Hopefully, the undergraduate elementary education major has read

Moffett's excellent books on teaching the language arts, but if he looks for
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more specific information on speech education he encounters a paucity of

sophisticated methodological guides. Most of the methods texts neither

present classroom speech as a communication process nor treat speech

activities as an integral part of language exploration. 13

Carrie Rasmussen's Speech Methods in the Elementary Classroom

(1949)14 approaches speech education deductively and in isolation from

other language learning, while Donald H. Ecroyd's Speech in the Classroom

(1969)15 centers on the teacher's speech, not the students'. Even Van

Riper and Butler's text Speech in the Elementary Classroom (1955) assumes

that the real goal of speech instruction is to enforce "good speech"; the

authors observe that "the child with a cleft palate or a peculiar voice can

. . . be a thorn in a teacher's side. "16

The speech text which the future elementary school teacher needs to

read is Gerald M. Phillips and his associates' volume, The Development

of Oral Communication in the Classroom (1970).17 This work "makes

every other book on the topic of 'speech education in the elementary school'

out of date tt18 because it reflects an appreciation of recent linguistic re-

search and has a communication orientation to classroom instruction.

Clearly, it is not a question of whether speech educators should be

involved in the elementary language arts instruction, but where we should

begin.

Implications for Speech Educators

A student-centered speech approach to the language arts cannot be
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instituted without; 1) developing a sequence of instructional objectives; and

2) changing the overall mode of teaching and communicating in our elemen-

tary classrooms. The speech profession's involvement in elementary

education should include extensive observation of class sessions (especially

in schools not near colleges), research in language development, and active

participation in the education of elementary teachers.

For an oral language curriculum to make sense it should: 1) specify

speech and listening abilities which are appropriate for the child's age and

language community; 2) expand the child's language skill "in ways related to

the natural development of language competency"; and 3) be carried out in

the total school program. 19 Professor Barbara Sundene Wood is highly

critical of texts which advocate oral language activities without relating

them to specific stages of development of children's language code. The

primary implication of her bench mark article on psycholinguistics and

elementary speech education is that we must know much more about the

"developmental stages of grammar" before we can scientifically plan our

language objectives. 20

Professor Robert W. Hopper of the University of Texas argues per-

suasively that we should be concerned with more than linguistic com-

petence and consider the child's developing functional or pragmatic language

competence in establishing and meeting our instructional objectives in

speech. His research with pre-school children indicates that even with

three and four year olds the major differences are "not in how much gram--
mar the child knows but in ways he can put to use what he knows in a
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functionally appropriate manner. X21 Again the crucial problem is the lack

of knowledge about when children are able to acquire certain language

functions. Hopper notes that if we acquired such information, it could form

the basis of a developmental language education program. 22

But what is the role of the speech educator who is not also a psycho-

linguist or sociolinguist? While language researchers explore the pattern

of language development, language arts continue to be taught at the elemen-

tary level. Speech educators cannot ignore elementary school speech

education while waiting for the language development experts to complete

their research. Working in close cooperation with language educators,

creative dramatics specialists and elementary school teachers, speech

educators can develop a sequential speech curriculum consistent with re-

cent language research findings and focusing on the interaction of students

in purposeful communication situations.23

More importantly, speech educators can take an active role in re-

structuring the elementary classroom, changing it from a teacher-

dominated community of child listeners to a dynamic verbal community

where children explore their language by using it.

Speech departments can make a unique contribution to the education of

teachers through speech courses, in-service training sessions and units of

instruction within educational methodology courses which stress the pro-

cess of communication in education. A sophisticated understanding of com-

munication is essential if teachers are going to stop viewing themselves as

adults who tell children what to learn and to start seeing their role as to
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help students learn from each other.

There is evidence that teachers and education students are interested

in learning more about speech communication as it relates to classroom

instruction. 24 However, relatively little is being done in this area. A. sur-

vey of over 500 major teacher training institutions revealed only 122 colleges

and universities offering courses in speech for classroom teachers. More-

over, the least emphasized course objective was "to promote study of the

relationships between communication and the instructional response. '125

Encouraging results, however, have been reported on NDEA work-

shops for elementary language arts teachers conducted by speech educa-

tors at the University of Illinois at Chicago Circle and Pennsylvania State

University, 26 Such classes should become a normal part of teacher educa-

tion and in-service training, not just special projects.

English teachers as well as speech educators have recognized the

significance of communication in the classroom. Authorities on language

arts education in both the United Kingdom and the United States are con-

vinced that the English teacher "has to learn for himself and develop with

his pupils the full potentials of discussion methods, "27 This recommenda-

tion grew out of the important Anglo-American Seminar on the Teaching of

English held at Dartmouth College in the summer of 1966. Unfortunately,

the issues raised by the Dartmouth Conference remain "remote to most

teachers of English. " 2 8 Profe ssor J. Jeffery Auer, one of two speech

participants at the conference, recently observed: "the plain fact of the

matter is that no one, at home or at school, much cares about teaching
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young children anything about the creativity or even the utility of oral dis-

course, 1129

The jump into elementary speech education will be a shock to those of

us whose research has revolved around the speeches of nineteenth century

American orators, or the behavior of debate judges. Nevertheless, we

must devote more attention to early speech education if we are to avoid

what Professor Frederick Williams slyly refers to as the "tyranny of

irrelevance. "30
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